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Bin Li is the Managing Partner and Founder for Ansir Innovation Center 
and Ansir Corporation. Ansir Innovation Center is a technology incubator 
focus on investing resources to accelerate growth of San Diego’s high-
tech and clean-tech innovation community. Ansir Corporation is a 
consulting firm specializing in business relations between US, Mexico 
and China with offices in San Diego, US and Hangzhou, China.  
 
In 2010, Bin started Ansir Innovation Center with a vision to create a 
dynamic entrepreneurial community in San Diego. Ansir Innovation 

Center focuses on incubation, commercialization, and globalization of local innovations. Beyond 
office, industrial, and lab space, Ansir offers mentorship and access to dynamic educational and 
community events through partnership with local Universities and Corporations. Ansir also 
invest business resources to assist entrepreneurs to build sustainable companies, and help 
companies accelerate growth which in turn would aid local economy and job market.  
 
With diverse background in business development, marketing and management from large US 
and Japanese conglomerates, Bin Li has brought to Ansir Corporation the unique knowledge to 
help companies grow globally. Prior to founding Ansir Corporation, Bin was managing one of the 
largest maquiladora operations in Mexico for Panasonic's Plasma TV manufacturing business. His 
profiles of companies also include Wal-Mart and Home Depot, offered him an extensive project 
experience in areas of supply chain, manufacturing, and maquiladora operation. 
  
Through Bin's network of global contacts, Ansir Corporation was able to establish alliance with 
partners from US, Mexico and China jointly offer services to assist companies expand in their 
perspective market. Chinese companies can leverage the knowledge from Ansir’s team to 
develop marketing channels, establish manufacturing operation in US and Mexico, and connect 
with investment opportunities and resources. Businesses from US and Mexico can also rely on 
Ansir’s network of experienced partners in China to help them develop a strategy to expand to 
China. 
 
Bin is fluent in Chinese and English, has also been active with community. He's currently the Vice 
Chairperson for Hong Kong Association in San Diego. He was also founder of Multicultural Asian 
Professional Organization in San Diego, with over 400 professional and business members. His 
most notable contribution to community is founding the Charity Festival "Taste of Asia" in 2008, 
which gather over 5,000 guests at San Diego’s famous Balboa Park to raise funds to contribute 
to educations programs to benefit children affected by China's 2008 Earthquake.  
 


